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Abstract: Using a corpus of millions of digitized books, we document the presence and trajectory
over time of stereotypical gender associations in the written English language from 1800 to 2000.
We employ the novel methodology of word embeddings to quantify male gender bias: the tendency
to associate a domain with the male gender. We measure male gender bias in four stereotypically
gendered domains: career, family, science, and arts. We found that stereotypical gender associations
in language have decreased over time but still remain, with career and science terms demonstrating
positive male gender bias and family and arts terms demonstrating negative male gender bias.
We also seek evidence of changing associations corresponding to the second shift and find partial
support. Traditional gender ideology is latent within the text of published English-language books,
yet the magnitude of traditionally gendered associations appears to be decreasing over time.
Keywords: gender; stereotypes; gender ideology; implicit bias; word embeddings; natural language
processing
gender ideology, defined as the “level of support for a division
of paid work and family responsibilities that is based on the notion of separate spheres” (Davis and Greenstein 2009:88), normalizes men’s and women’s
differences1 and justifies their separation into the public and private spheres, respectively, as well as the inequalities that arise from this arrangement. Surveys show
that although many still endorse traditional gender ideology, support for it has
generally declined over time (Burns et al. 2015; Cherlin and Walters 1981; Cotter,
Hermsen, and Vanneman 2011; Swim et al. 1995) as gender equality and women’s
participation in the public sphere has increased (Bianchi et al. 2000; Burns et al.
2015; Weitzman 1978). Yet traditional gender ideology also extends beyond the
individual or their awareness. People not only harbor implicit attitudes consistent
with traditional gender ideology often outside of their overtly declared sentiments
toward women (Nosek, Banaji, and Greenwald 2002a; Nosek et al. 2007; Steele and
Ambady 2006) but they also embed traditional gender ideology within the cultural
artifacts they use and produce, such as language and books (Madera, Hebl, and
Martin 2009; Ng 2007; Pratto, Korchmaros, and Hegarty 2007; Schmader, Whitehead,
and Wysocki 2007; Silveira 1980; Trix and Psenka 2003).
In turn, it has therefore become necessary to generate accompanying strategies
for detecting these subtler manifestations of traditional gender ideology. Recent
developments in computer science that document the capacity for computers and
artificial intelligence to inherit and reflect humanlike biases, such as traditional
gender ideology (Barocas and Selbst 2016; Caliskan, Bryson, and Narayanan 2017;
Ensign et al. 2018; Friedler, Scheidegger, and Venkatasubramanian 2016; O’Neil
2016), offer an innovative solution. Although some have begun to make use of this
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method for studying social life (Garg et al. 2018; Kozlowski, Taddy, and Evans 2019;
Ornaghi, Ash, and Chen 2018), it remains a largely understudied yet promising
new area of research. We add to this budding literature and build upon previous
qualitative content analyses of gender bias in language and books to quantitatively
examine the presence and trajectory of gender ideology in the written English
language across 200 years.
Specifically, we use word embedding representations of the English language
constructed from published books from every decade from 1800 to 2000 to quantify
the association between gender and stereotypically gendered domains (career,
family, science, and arts) latent within language patterns. In doing so, we expand
upon existing work that demonstrates stereotypical gender bias in current writing
by employing a historical approach that not only detects the presence of traditional
gender ideology in published books but also captures how it has changed over
time, both across and within domains. Our findings suggest that gender bias in
language has decreased over time but is still present in written work to varying
degrees. We further examine the relative “stickiness” of stereotypical associations
(England 2010) and find that although male–family and female–career terms are
becoming increasingly associated, male–career and female–family term associations
remain quite stable over time. This suggests that the overall decrease in traditional
gender ideology in language is driven by an imbalanced rather than symmetrical
shift whereby the concepts of male and female may diversify in their associated
roles, but their primary domain prescriptions remain strongly intact.
We compare our findings to existing societal and public opinion trends to conclude that the traditional gender ideology present in the corpus of books written in
English roughly mirrors social sentiments, both in terms of broader trends (Burns
et al. 2015; Cherlin and Walters 1981; Cotter et al. 2011; Swim et al. 1995) and as
a partial reflection of the second shift (Hochschild and Manchung 2003). We posit
that this approach is a novel and effective method for detecting latent traditional
gender ideology within written work and, more broadly, for making inferences
about human culture and social life over time. In the following sections, we review
research on the changing nature of traditional gender ideology over time, discuss
the presence of implicit biases in humans and the things they manufacture, and
develop hypotheses regarding the temporal trajectories of gender and domain
associations.

Traditional Gender Ideology Over Time
Defining Traditional Gender Ideology
At its core, gender as a social institution establishes differences between men and
women and justifies social inequalities between them on the basis of those differences (Connell 1987; Lorber 1994; Martin 2004; Risman 2004). Embedded within
several levels of social organization—individual, interactional, and institutional—
gender not only produces social structures that funnel men and women into unequal
life trajectories but it also socializes them to draw upon accepted notions of their
gender differences when engaging in interactions and constructing their personal
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identities (Bem 1993; Fagot, Rodgers, and Leinbach 2000; Risman 2004). Moreover,
as a social institution, gender is upheld by a legitimating ideology that “proclaims
the rightness and necessity of [the institution’s] arrangements, practices, and social relations” (Berger and Luckmann 1966; Martin 2004:1257). This legitimating
ideology—gender ideology—justifies men’s and women’s specified social roles
and expectations according to corresponding beliefs about each group. Although
gender ideology can manifest in many forms (e.g., traditional, egalitarian, liberal,
feminist) and by extension render various organizational outcomes based on gender
(Kroska 2007), arguably the most fundamental and enduring gender ideology in
modern society is traditional gender ideology.
Traditional gender ideology—also referred to as separate spheres ideology—
draws upon beliefs about dispositional gender differences to justify the separation
of men and women into the public and private spheres, respectively, with men’s
rightful social position being that of the “breadwinner” and women’s that of the
“homemaker” (Davis and Greenstein 2009). Specifically, traditional gender ideology
draws upon cultural beliefs, or gender stereotypes,2 that describe men as agentic
(Eagly and Steffen 1984), rational (Broverman et al. 1972), “tough, aggressive, and
assertive” (Huddy and Terkildsen 1993:121) and women as expressive (Broverman
et al. 1972), “warm, gentle, kind, and passive” (Huddy and Terkildsen 1993:121)
to validate the idea that men are better suited for work and should earn paid
employment and women should uphold the domestic and familial obligations of the
household (Gerstel and Gross 1987; Kerber 1988; Mitchell 1971; Thorne and Yalom
1982; Welter 1966). Conversely, women are expected to be unemployed and thus
financially dependent on men, and men are excused from involvement in the home
and family. Women’s employment is considered problematic in that it detracts from
their caregiving, and men’s contributions to the household are deemed unnecessary
or inappropriate (Acker 1988; DeVault 1990; Feldberg and Glenn 1979; Pleck 1977).
Although the arrangement prescribed by traditional gender ideology represents
an ideal type that was achieved by relatively few families historically (Kerber
1988; Kessler-Harris 1982), it has nevertheless enjoyed widespread acceptance and
perceived validity.

Historical Trends in Traditional Gender Ideology
Although national-level surveys capturing individuals’ traditional gender ideology
were not utilized until the second half of the twentieth century, historical evidence
points to its operation within society as far back as the early 1800s. Perhaps most
famously, Welter’s “Cult of True Womanhood” was prominent throughout the
Victorian era of the 1800s and characterized the typical American man as “a busy
builder of bridges and railroads, at work long hours,” and the American woman a
“hostage in the home” marked by her submissiveness and domesticity (1966:151).
Early women’s rights activists into the 1920s expressed similar dismay at their restricted access to the public sphere and overall dependence on men, citing women’s
prohibition from voting, education, property ownership, and wage labor (Stanton
1848). And, despite significant gains for women by way of the 19th Amendment
in 1920 (U.S. Constitution) and wartime demand for women’s labor during World
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War II (Feree and Hess 2000; Rupp 1979), women were still restricted in the type of
employment available to them, popular conceptions about what constituted “men’s
work” versus “women’s work” (Milkman 2016), and the continued notion that
women’s primary obligation was to the family and household (Kessler-Harris 1990).
Yet despite the potency of traditional gender ideology, by the 1970s, further
increases in women’s labor force participation (Bianchi et al. 2000), increasing
divorce rates, decreasing fertility (Weitzman 1978), and the resurgent women’s
rights movement set the stage for increased attention to gender inequality and
changing attitudes regarding the roles of men and women (Burns et al. 2015). To
capture the extent to which the public supported these changing work and family
roles, several public opinion surveys3 began incorporating items that quantified
and measured traditional gender ideology into their questionnaires (Cherlin and
Walters 1981; Mason, Czajka, and Sara Arber 1976). Typical questions included,
“It is much better for everyone concerned if the man is the achiever outside the
home and the woman takes care of the home and family,” “A working mother can
establish just as warm and secure a relationship with her children as a mother who
does not work,” and “A wife should not expect her husband to help around the
house after he comes home from a hard day’s work” (Davis and Greenstein 2009).
Analyses of these early surveys demonstrate sizable increases in support for gender equality by the mid-1970s (Feree 1974; Mason et al. 1976; Tallichet and Willits
1986; Thornton and Freedman 1979). For instance, from 1964 to 1974, women’s attitudes toward their role in both the home and labor market became more egalitarian,
with a particularly large decrease in their belief that children will suffer when their
mother works outside the home (Mason et al. 1976). Studies focusing on the years
1972 to 1978 found similar results, with both men and women demonstrating a
sizeable shift away from belief in traditional gender ideology (Cherlin and Walters
1981). Later studies continued to map this general trend as it continued into the
1980s (Mason and Lu 1988; Thornton, Alwin, and Camburn 1983) and the early
1990s (Cotter et al. 2011).
By the mid-1990s, however, the pace of gains in egalitarian attitudes set in
the 1970s and 1980s significantly slowed, and according to some accounts, even
slightly reversed (Cotter et al. 2011; Thornton and Young-DeMarco 2001). Despite
a small surge in egalitarian attitudes in the early 2000s, the post-mid-1990s era
is generally characterized by “small and shifting changes” away from traditional
gender ideology (Cotter et al. 2011:260), with a sizable proportion of Americans
still endorsing it (Burns et al. 2015).
Some point to the changing nature of traditional gender ideology in light of
recent societal changes. Compared to earlier eras, Americans are exchanging blatant
“old-fashioned” stereotypes easily captured by conventional survey instruments
for more elusive and subtle “modern” (Swim et al. 1995), “ambivalent” (Glick
and Fiske 1996), “hostile,” or “benevolent” (Glick and Fiske 1996, 2001) forms of
sexism marked by denial of gender inequality as a problem, antagonism toward
women pursuing additional rights, resentment of women who use their sexuality
to gain power, and feelings of protective paternalism towards women (Glick and
Fiske 1996, 2001; Swim et al. 1995). Yet traditional gender ideology underlies these
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more modern beliefs, with high-ranking “modern” sexists being more likely to hold
traditional beliefs about women (Swim et al. 1995).
Others posit this tempering to be the result of a cultural backlash against feminism to produce an “egalitarian but traditional” outlook on women’s proper place
(Charles and Grusky 2004; Cotter et al. 2011:284). This frame suggests that in the
context of increasing norms of childcare and the concomitant “ideology of intensive
mothering4 ” presented by pop culture (Douglas and Michaels 2004; Hays 1996:9x),
women attempting to balance both their careers and families simply “can’t have
it all” and should choose to focus their efforts solely on their families (Blair-Loy
2003:66; Cotter et al. 2011; Stone 2007). Indeed, studies show that people continue to
draw upon traditional gender stereotypes, emphasizing women’s maternal instincts
and predisposition to family work to structure parental involvement in and division
of childcare (Deutsch 1999; Gaunt 2006).
Gender stereotypes also continue to permeate expectations about men’s and
women’s appropriate careers and hobbies, with men being seen as rational and thus
better at math and science and women being perceived as verbal and emotional and
therefore better suited for arts and literature (Eccles, Jacobs, and Harold 1990; Jacobs
et al. 2002). These expectations are borne out through parents’ perceptions of their
children (Eccles et al. 1990), children’s school subject preferences and performance
(Coles and Hall 2002; Ely and Ryan 2008; Jones, Howe, and Rua 2000; Mullis et al.
2007; Sainsbury and Schagen 2004; Sasson et al. 2010), adults’ career choices and
outcomes (Beede et al. 2011; Ginther and Khan 2006), and through self-fulfilled
stereotype threat5 (Estes and Felker 2012; Kiefer and Sekaquaptewa 2007; Spencer,
Steele, and Quinn 1999).
It seems then that although traditional gender ideology has adapted and waned
over time, it continues to be a relevant factor in how we shape our identities, beliefs,
and expectations about the appropriate social roles of men and women. However,
this does not necessarily imply that expectations for men and women have changed
symmetrically. In fact, there is evidence to suggest that women have a difficult time
extracting themselves from arrangements prescribed by traditional gender ideology
(Diekman and Goodfriend 2006; Hochschild and Manchung 2003).

Differential Rates of Change: The Second Shift
Although endorsement of traditional gender ideology has decreased over time
(Burns et al. 2015; Swim et al. 1995), some stereotypes are “stickier” than others
(England 2010). Despite women’s significant gains in the paid workforce (Fullerton
1999; Toossi and Morisi 2017) as well as increasing expectations that women be
agentic, powerful, and capable of breadwinning (Brewster and Padavic 2000; Diekman and Eagly 2000; Diekman and Goodfriend 2006; England 2010), the perception
of women as integral to the home and family persists (Deutsch 1999; Diekman and
Goodfriend 2006; Gaunt 2006). In one study, although participants rated women’s
adoption of traditionally masculine characteristics positively, they rated women’s
possession of traditionally feminine characteristics most positively, suggesting
higher approval of traditional as compared to nontraditional women (Diekman and
Goodfriend 2006). It appears that women are making strides toward equality but
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cannot seem to escape their prescriptive ties to domesticity. As Rudman and Phelan
(2010) aptly suggest, the “insistence on female nurturance may signal a desire to
keep women stoking the home fires even as they blaze a path to glory in public
spheres” (P. 192).
One major consequence of this trend is the double standard it sets for women:
they must simultaneously be career driven yet family focused; agentic yet communal; confident yet feminine; in short, they must strive to be “supermoms” (Diekman
and Goodfriend 2006; Hochschild and Machung 2003:22). At the same time, expectations of men’s roles have remained relatively unchanged (Diekman and Eagly
2000; Diekman, Goodfriend, and Goodwin 2004). That is, by and large, women’s
inclusion in the workforce fails to be matched by men’s increased participation in
the home (Coltrane 2000; Hochschild and Manchung 2003).
This phenomenon is most succinctly captured by Arlie Hochschild’s seminal
work, The Second Shift. As women significantly increase their participation in paid
employment, men’s participation in the home has only increased marginally, leaving
women to shoulder the dual burdens of both work and home in what Hochschild
coins as their second shift. As the name implies, following the completion of their
first eight-hour shift in paid employment, women arrive home to begin their second
shift of unpaid household labor (Hochschild and Manchung 2003). England (2010)
makes similar claims of asymmetry in women’s progress, suggesting that the path
toward gender equality has been, by and large, unidirectional: women experience
strong incentives to enter male jobs, but men do not experience similar incentives
to pursue female jobs.
A wealth of evidence supports this claim. Although men do contribute more
to the household than they have in the past (Sayer 2005) and the number of hours
dedicated to household labor is decreasing overall (Bianchi et al. 2000), women and
mothers still perform the majority of it (Sayer 2005; Shelton and John 1996; Yavorsky,
Kamp Dush, and Schoppe-Sullivan 2015). Moreover, when domestic needs become
more pressing, mothers (compared to fathers) are far more likely to leave their
paid jobs in order to focus on the home, whereas fathers tend to work additional
paid hours and/or contribute no additional labor to the household (Gjerdingen
and Center 2005; Klerman and Leibowitz 1999; Stone 2007). And yet in practice,
mothers often maintain steady work hours while still bearing the brunt of childcare
(Yavorsky et al. 2015).
The effects of the second shift are not just normative. They also produce tangible
and quantifiable consequences for both men and women. Women find themselves
“mommy tracked” in their careers, experiencing a wage penalty upon having children (Budig and England 2001; Epstein et al. 1995:296; Rose and Hartmann 2008),
and operate along a “leaky pipeline” of employment, missing opportunities for
promotion and failing to break through into senior management and top-level
earning positions (Padavic and Reskin 2002; Stone 2007:13). At the same time, men
experience a “fatherhood premium,” where their salaries either do not change after
having a child or they increase (Glauber 2008; Hodges and Budig 2010; Lundberg
and Rose 2000, 2002:264). Experimental research reinforces these tropes, finding that
hiring preference was highest among candidates identified as fathers and lowest
among those identified as mothers (Correll, Bernard, and Paik 2007).
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Taking the trajectory of traditional gender ideology as a whole, it seems that although traditional gender ideology has generally decreased over time—particularly
in the 1970s and 1980s—it still remains a central model through which gender
operates in modern society (Cotter et al. 2011). Yet how it manifests and the tools
necessary for measuring it have undoubtedly changed. This is especially true given
the significant gains that women have made over the last century and the corresponding belief among some that gender inequality has been completely eradicated
(Swim et al. 1995:201). Unlike earlier eras marked by conventional and easy-tomeasure beliefs, more subtle expressions of traditional gender ideology, such as
the “egalitarian but traditional,” “modern,” or “ambivalent” forms of sexism as
well as the documented second shift, have become more prevalent. Alternatively,
individuals may be unaware of their own biases or unwilling to express their
support of traditional gender ideology for fear of social retribution (Gawronski
and Bodenhausen 2007; Greenwald and Banaji 1995), which further complicates
measurement. It is perhaps these trends that have made detecting implicit and
unconscious manifestations of traditional gender ideology so useful in recent years.

Implicit Attitudes and Unconscious Gender Ideology
Implicit attitudes, defined as “introspectively unidentified (or inaccurately identified) traces of past experience that mediate favorable or unfavorable feeling,
thought, or action toward social objects,” suggest that individuals may possess
underlying biases that operate and exist much outside of their awareness or control
(Greenwald and Banaji 1995:8). One of the most ubiquitous methods for measuring
implicit attitudes is the Implicit Association Test (IAT), which captures the ease
with which respondents are able to make automatic associations across categories
of a given social group. For instance, respondents who can more quickly associate
“White + pleasant” versus “Black + pleasant” may possess unconscious anti-black
attitudes (Greenwald, McGhee, and Schwartz 1998). This strategy is especially
useful for drawing out intentionally concealed attitudes, therefore undercutting
social desirability bias typically endemic to sensitive topics (Dovidio et al. 1997;
Gawronski and Bodenhausen 2007; Greenwald et al. 1998; Maccoby and Maccoby
1954). Research employing IATs has demonstrated implicit bias across many attributes, including race and ethnicity (Baron and Banaji 2006; Dovidio et al. 1997;
McConnell and Leibold 2001; McGhee, and Schwartz 1998; Ziegert and Hanges
2005), sexuality (Banse, Seise, and Zerbes 2001; Jellison, McConnell, and Gabriel
2004), and weight (Nosek et al. 2007; Schwartz et al. 2006), among others (Nosek et
al. 2007).
Traditional gender ideology is no exception to the issue of implicit bias. Genderspecific IATs regularly find that individuals implicitly endorse traditional gender
ideology even despite self-proclaimed support for equality (Nosek et al. 2002a,
2007; Steele and Ambady 2006). Akin to the breadwinner/homemaker dichotomy
embedded within traditional gender ideology, the Gender–Career IAT finds that
participants associate “male” and “career” terms as well as “female” and “family”
terms more quickly than their reverse counterparts. Similar stereotypes play out
for academic disciplines in the Gender–Science IAT, with participants associating
sociological science | www.sociologicalscience.com
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“math” and “science” terms with male terms more quickly than with female terms,
and “humanities” terms (e.g., arts and literature) with “female” terms more quickly
than with “male” terms (Nosek et al. 2002a, 2007). Indicative of the latent nature
of implicit bias, analyses of the Gender–Career tests find that traditional gender
ideology is more easily detected at the implicit as opposed to explicit level, as
indicated by the marked increase in bias using the implicit measure (Nosek et al.
2002a).
Experimental studies examining these biases confirm this phenomenon. They
find, for instance, that traditional gendered priming increases implicit gender bias
and decreases female interest in male-associated careers and areas of study (Nosek,
Banaji, and Greenwald 2002b; Rudman and Phelan 2010; Steele and Ambady
2006). Others find in experimental studies that gender alone is qualification enough
for arithmetic-based tasks, with “employers” preferring men over women, even
when men display poor past performance (Reuben, Sapienza, and Zingales 2014).
Moreover, when students are asked to “draw a scientist,” children are far more
likely to draw a male over female scientist, even across categories of the child’s
own race, gender, and age group (Barman 1997; Chambers 1983:256; Finson 2002;
Fort and Varney 1989; Jones, Howe, and Rua 2000; Mead and Metraux 1957).
Analogous findings have been made for children’s drawings of mathematicians
(Picker and Berry 2000; Rock and Shaw 2000). Implicit gender biases are so deeply
embedded that research subjects even demonstrate gender stereotypical responses
to computers with nothing more than gendered voice output (Nass, Moon, and
Green 1997).
Although this provides compelling evidence to suggest that individuals subliminally draw upon traditional gender ideology to inform their decisions and
guide their behaviors, this is by no means the only way implicit gender bias can
manifest. Individuals are also capable of imbuing everyday objects and entities
with traditional gender ideology.

Nonhuman Entities Inheriting Human Biases
Language
Although implicit biases originate and exist within individuals, they can and do
extend beyond the individual. One such space in which traditional gender ideology
is particularly rife is language. Given that language is a cultural artifact of human
creation, it is not surprising that dominant human ideas and values, such as traditional gender ideology, are expressed through it. Previous research on this topic
suggests this is indeed the case.
Broadly speaking, scholars find abundant evidence for sexism in the written
English language. This is true both for English as a standalone construct and in
its practical use. Perhaps most fundamentally, English contains grammatical rules
and standard conventions that reinforce gender biases (Ng 2007; Pratto et al. 2007;
Silveira 1980). From a descriptive perspective, the English language contains more
words that refer to men than to women (Maass and Arcuri 1996). Of those that
refer to women, many have experienced derogation or reduction in status in the
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process of feminization (e.g., governess has lost its meaning as a political leader, a
counterpart to governor, and has come to mean a woman responsible for childcare)
(Schulz 2000). Conventional rules also promote “discriminatory speech acts” that
favor the explicit designation of atypical or socially inferior identities and the
absence of their normatively default and privileged counterparts (e.g., specifying
someone’s gender if they are female but not if they are male) (Pratto et al. 2007).
This coincides with the assumption of maleness that generic terms confer (Silveira
1980), the use of masculine generics to refer to both men and women (e.g., mankind)
(Ng 2007), and the placement of gender indicators before stereotypically male or
female nouns (e.g., male nurse or madam chairman) that reinforces the traditional
gender coding of words (He 2010; Sklar 1983; Zuber and Reed 1993).
Traditional gender stereotypes also emerge in analyses of language use, and
they permeate across various social institutions and types of written work. Dictionary examples, for instance, rely on traditional gender stereotypes to illustrate
word meanings (e.g., using the phrase “rabid feminist” as an exemplar of the word
“rabid,” or using male pronouns to illustrate examples of doctors or researchers)
(Oman-Regan 2016). In the educational and developmental setting, research on children’s books also finds traditional gender stereotypes embedded in both illustration
and text, from dispositional traits, to role centrality and agency, to occupations—
though stereotypes do appear to be decreasing (Benjamin and Irwin-DeVitis 1998;
Collins, Ingoldsby, and Dellmann 1984; Gooden and Gooden 2001; Richardson 1986;
Weitzman et al. 1972). Similar gender stereotypes have been found in elementary
school textbooks (Evans and Davies 2000; Lee and Collins 2009), English as foreign
language textbooks (Amini and Birjandi 2012; Otlowski 2003), and teaching materials (Amare 2007). Furthermore, studies find that writers invoke traditional gender
stereotypes when crafting recommendation letters for undergraduate students
(LaCroix 1985), graduate students (Watson 1987), and academic faculty positions
(Madera et al. 2009; Schmader et al. 2007; Trix and Psenka 2003). Specifically,
writers are more likely to describe women as communal and men as agentic even
when controlling for ability and credentials (Madera et al. 2009), and they describe
male candidates with “standout” adjectives (e.g., outstanding, exceptional, superb)
(Schmader et al. 2007; Trix and Psenka 2003).
Perhaps most consequentially, exposure to gender-biased language also reinforces and perpetuates traditional gender stereotypes as well as gender inequality.
With regard to hiring decisions, applicants described using female-coded traits,
compared to male-coded traits, are rated as less hirable (Madera et al. 2009). Additionally, women asked to read job overviews utilizing masculine pronouns—
compared to gender-inclusive or gender-neutral pronouns—reported lower interest
and investment in the job and higher feelings of exclusion (Stout and Dasgupta
2011). Similarly, job advertisements that employ masculine language increased
participants’ perceptions that the career in question was occupied more by men,
thus decreasing female participants’ interest in those jobs (Friesen, Gaucher, and
Kay 2011). Experiments that employ subliminal stereotypic gender priming render comparable results, with participants correctly classifying gender pronouns
more quickly when presented with gender-congruent primes compared to gendernoncongruent primes (Banaji and Hardin 1996). Even exposure to generic masculine
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words or gender-neutral language produces cognitive male biases, though deliberate interventions are capable of moderating this (Bauer and Baltes 2002; Lassonde
and O’Brien 2013; McConnell and Fazio 1996; Ng 1990; Wilson and Ng 1988).
Taken together, this evidence suggests that the use of gender-stereotypical
language and conventions perpetuates individuals’ automatic gender stereotypes
as well as gender stereotypical social and institutional arrangements, sometimes
even outside of the knowledge or intention of those involved (Banaji and Hardin
1996; Gaucher et al. 2011). Although substantial, the influence of traditional gender
stereotypes in language extends far beyond written work alone; gender stereotypic
language also has far-reaching consequences for computer algorithms trained on
biased materials.

Computers and Artificial Intelligence
Current research demonstrates that computers and artificial intelligence are also
capable of inheriting human biases, such as traditional gender ideology. In fact,
some assert that computer algorithms are inherently biased because their training
materials are created by imperfect humans who hold prejudices and stereotypes
(O’Neil 2016). That is, because language is a human creation that reflects their
values, beliefs, and customs, it so happens that when language is used to train
computer algorithms, computers will also inherit those human cultural tendencies
embedded within it.
Research demonstrates the power of this algorithmic bias to impact real-life
outcomes. Biased algorithms have been shown to generate runaway feedback loops,
which use prior information to maximize future predictions. If prior information
is biased and the loop is iterative, it produces an increasingly biased baseline
that generates predictions through compounding sampling bias, thus reinforcing
stereotypical beliefs. For instance, if you train a computer to predict crime hotspots
using past crime data, it will reinforce its expectation for crime in places where it
knows crimes have already taken place (Ensign et al. 2018). Machines have also
been shown to replicate existing inequalities or discriminatory associations by race,
gender, and employment opportunities (Barocas and Selbst 2016; Caliskan et al.
2017).
Yet, much like implicit bias, this inherited bias emerges outside of the intention
or awareness of the programmer. This is true even despite deliberate strategies
used to avoid biased outcomes (Caliskan et al. 2017), such as diversity measures
(Sweeney 2013). That is, algorithmic bias is not a product of a biased programmer
or programming but of biased inputs (Barocas and Selbst 2016). It appears that
“machine prejudice derives so fundamentally from human culture. . . semantics, the
meaning of words, necessarily reflects regularities latent in our culture, some of
which we now know to be prejudiced” (Caliskan et al. 2017:2). These findings
suggest that algorithmic fairness is difficult, if not impossible, to achieve (Friedler
et al. 2016).
To the extent that this is true, social scientists can co-opt the capacity for computer code to reflect human biases to investigate and make claims about existing
and historical biases in social life. For instance, machines trained on data from the
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World Wide Web have also replicated known human stereotypes gleaned through
traditional IATs (Caliskan et al. 2017). Just as implicit bias in humans renders
quicker associations between men and career/science terms and women with family/arts, so too do computer models come to learn stereotypical gender associations,
among others (Caliskan et al. 2017). Other researchers have used this method to
examine the clustering of race, class, and gender terminology to conceptually map
American culture (Kozlowski et al. 2019), the presence of implicit racial and gender
bias in written judicial opinions (Ornaghi et al. 2018), and the correlation of gender
and ethnic stereotypes with demographic changes, occupational shifts, and social
movements in American society (Garg et al. 2018). Similar racial and gender biases
have been demonstrated in computer-analyzed visual images (Buolamwini and
Gebru 2018; Zhao et al. 2017).
We build upon these studies to perform the first sociological analysis of stereotypically gendered domains of social life (career, science, family, and arts) as they
manifest in writing. We move beyond the use of case studies and present-day
text to instead characterize change over time. Using a corpus of English-language
books published from 1800 to 2000 as training material, we estimate the magnitude
of traditional gender ideology over 200 years of time. By doing so, we capture
a comprehensive picture of traditional gender ideology as it manifests through
language and its trajectory over time. Moreover, we use documented trends in
public opinion about traditional gender ideology and its manifestation in social
structures to inform our analysis. Specifically, given (1) the decreasing but remaining presence of traditional gender ideology today, particularly through implicit
attitudes associations, and (2) evidence to suggest that computer models inherit
human biases to replicate implicit attitudes, we anticipate:
H1: Stereotypical gender associations reflecting gender ideology in
English printed text have steadily decreased over time but still exist.
At the same time, we expect that traditional gender ideology, however lessened,
continues to operate in stereotypically gendered ways. Specifically, we anticipate:
H2a: Career and science terms are more closely associated with male
terms, whereas family and arts terms are more closely associated with
female terms.
H2b: These stereotypical gender associations are decreasing over time.
We further posit the translation of this second shift ideology in English printed
text, therefore building upon prior gender research to suggest that the second shift
ideology is so entrenched in society that it permeates the written word. That is,
just as we expect our corpus to reflect the general trends of gender bias in society,
so too do we expect that it will reflect the imbalanced change in expectations of
men and women. Simply, we anticipate that a quantitative second shift will emerge.
Specifically, we expect:
H3a: Female–family associations and male–career associations will remain relatively stable over time.
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H3b: Female–career associations and male–family associations will
increase, but female–career associations will increase more than male–
family associations.

Data and Methods
We will illustrate changes in gender-domain associations through analysis of word
embeddings. A word embedding places words in a high-dimensional latent space
that encodes many dimensions of meaning (Mikolov et al. 2013a, 2013b). Words that
are similar in meaning are placed close together in this space. The distance between
words can thus be interpreted as their conceptual dissimilarity. This distance can be
measured numerically and continuously, thus allowing direct comparisons of the
relative association between pairs of words.
Word embeddings are compact representations of language. A word embedding
is constructed algorithmically; a large quantity of text is the input, and the output is
the vocabulary from that text arranged in a space. The text data constrain the output
such that words are bound more tightly together the more often they appear in the
same document and the closer they are to each other within the text. Secondary
associations also constrain the output: two words that appear in similar contexts
but not together (think of synonyms) will also be placed close together in the
representational space.
This method relies crucially upon the distributional hypothesis (Firth 1957;
Harris 1954). The distributional hypothesis asserts that the context surrounding a
word is a good representation of the meaning of that word. In short, “a word is
characterized by the company it keeps” (Firth 1957:11). Most techniques of natural
language processing (the computer science subdiscipline concerned with textual
data) assume the distributional hypothesis. In the specific case of word embeddings,
the distributional hypothesis is instantiated by clustering words together when
they frequently and closely co-occur in text and when the words appear in similar
contexts. Specifically, words are represented as vectors in space, one word to a vector.
It has been demonstrated that the relative position of words in the constructed space
reflect syntactic and semantic relationships recognizable to human readers (Mikolov
et al. 2013a). For example, consider how one should complete France : Paris as
Italy : ______. In a word embedding, subtracting two word vectors results in a
third vector that can be thought of as a relationship: France – Paris = a vector
representing capital city of. Adding that vector to the vector of another country is a
movement in representation space in the direction of the computed relationship.
Word embeddings correctly complete analogies such as these (France : Paris as Italy :
Rome) for both semantic relationships (king : man as queen : woman) and syntactic
relationships (walking: walked as swimming : swam).
The primary use of the word embeddings technique is in applications of artificial intelligence. Its advantage is that it converts text (and specifically words)
from a symbolic form opaque to mathematical manipulation into numerical values
perfectly suited to algebraic algorithms. For our purposes, however, we merely rely
on the fact that distances in the representational space reflect the level of association
between words in the source texts.
sociological science | www.sociologicalscience.com
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Our aim is to characterize the association between genders and domains reflected in published English texts over time. To do so we used HistWords: Word
Embeddings for Historical Text (Hamilton, Leskovec, and Jurafsky 2016). These public
domain data sets represent word embeddings created from corpora of published
books, subset by decade of publication. The intermediate source of the text is the
Google Books Ngram Corpus, an aggregated compendium of all words and phrases
as they appear in millions of scanned and digitized books (Lin et al. 2012). The
Google Books Ngram Corpus was derived from the Google Books project, which
comprehensively digitized the book collections of more than 40 university libraries
(Michel et al. 2011). These collections represent a substantial portion of all English
text ever produced; the previous citation specifically states that 5,195,769 books
are included, which corresponds to more than 361 billion words of text and an
estimated coverage of 4 percent of all books ever published. The books are those
selected for inclusion in university library collections, and one might speculate as
to what selection bias this might introduce. However, a pure random selection of
all English text from the past two centuries is not otherwise available. The Google
Books corpus is available, not obviously deficient in any particular way, and importantly is the source material for much of computational modeling of language.
For our purposes, the HistWords embeddings based on this corpus provide the
best available cross-sectional estimates of the semantic association between words
over time. See the online supplement for more detail on the construction of the
HistWords embeddings.
To measure associations between genders and domains using this method, we
must operationalize gender, domains, and association. We represent the concepts
of male and female gender with lists of words (all word lists appear in Table 1).
These lists are drawn from previous studies of implicit association conducted in
human samples (Nosek et al. 2002a; 2002b). Similarly, we represent our domains of
interest—arts, career, family, and science—with word lists previously employed in
these studies. We define association as the complement of the mean distance in a
word embedding between all combinations of words between two lists. In other
words, we estimate the distance between a gender and a domain by choosing every
possible pairing of a gender word and a domain word, calculating the distance
between the corresponding word vectors and averaging these distances. Because
words are represented as vectors in the embedding, the natural measure of distance
is the cosine distance. A cosine distance varies from –1 to 1. Two vectors overlaid
on top of each other will have distance zero, and the distance will move away from
zero as the two vectors become more misaligned. Similarity is the complement of
the distance—it is one for two indistinguishable concepts and zero for concepts so
dissimilar they are orthogonal in the latent space. Informally, one may consider
the cosine similarity as a score indicating the strength of the “belief” present in the
word embedding model that two concepts belong close together.
We take one further step to quantify stereotypical gender associations. We
define male gender bias as the association between a domain and the male gender minus the association between that domain and the female gender. Positive
values thus indicate a domain is associated more closely with the male gender,
and negative values indicate a domain is associated more closely with the female
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Table 1: List of Implicit Association Test words
Female

Male

Family

Career

Science

Arts

female
woman
girl
sister
she
her
hers
daughter

male
man
boy
brother
he
him
his
son

home
parents
children
family
cousins
marriage
wedding
relatives

executive
management
professional
corporation
salary
office
business
career

science
technology
physics
chemistry
Einstein
NASA
experiment
astronomy

poetry
art
Shakespeare
dance
literature
novel
symphony
drama

Notes: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
gender. Formal definitions of association are presented in the online supplement,
and we have made the code we produced for this research available online at
https://github.com/ruhulsbu/StereotypicalGenderAssociationsInLanguage.
Unlike supervised machine learning methods that use “ground truth” or humansupplied labels to guide the machine’s learning and attempt to mimic what has been
provided as “correct” output, the word embedding approach is an unsupervised
method. Unsupervised methods recover statistical regularities in the input data
(published text in this application) without guidance. Therefore, should the method
place a domain closer to one gender than another, this should be interpreted as an
outcome conditioned by the input data and not the intentions of the algorithm’s
creators or of the personified algorithm itself. As Barocas and Selbst (2016) aptly
caution, “an algorithm is only as good as the data it works with” (P. 671).
In sum, we quantify the extent to which implicit gender stereotypical associations known to be expressed by humans are reproduced in the latent structure of
written English. In so doing, we effectively use word embeddings to administer
an algorithmic Gender IAT test to books written in English between the years 1800
and 2000. We expand upon previous work that uses machine learning to examine
the gender bias in written English (Caliskan et al. 2017; Garg et al. 2018; Kozlowski
et al. 2019; Ornaghi et al. 2018) to trace the various trajectories of several different
gender domains and compare them to advances made toward gender equality in
social life.

Results
The primary result is depicted in Figure 1. This chart places a composite measure
of stereotypical gender bias on the y axis and time on the x axis. Specifically, the
mean of the absolute values of the male gender bias score for each of the four
domains is presented for each decade. The trend is clearly toward decreasing
stereotypical gender bias over time, supporting H1. By this measure, stereotypical
gender bias observable in language has decreased nearly threefold from 1800 to 2000
(0.054/0.019 = 2.84). A linear regression provides an estimate for the per-decade
decrease as 0.0014 (95 percent confidence interval: 0.0009 to 0.0018).
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Figure 1: Composite stereotypical gender bias measured over time. Each data point represents the average of
the absolute values of male gender bias for the four domains of Family, Career, Science, and Arts. The x axis
is labeled with the first year of each decade (e.g., the label “1910” is used to mark the measurement based on
the word embedding trained on text from 1910 up to but not including 1920).

Disaggregated trends for each domain are depicted in Figure 2. Each data
point represents the domain’s male gender bias (male association minus female
association) measured within a decade’s worth of published texts. Overall, the
domains of Career and Science are male-associated, whereas Family and Arts
are female-associated. In every case, the extent of the stereotypical association is
decreasing over time. This is made clear in Figure 2 by the regression lines overlaid
on the data points and their convergence toward zero.
Table 2 contains estimates of a linear regression of male gender bias over decades
for each domain. Even with an overly conservative Bonferroni correction (Dunn
1961; Hochberg 1988), we can reject the null hypothesis of a zero-slope linear fit in
every case except Science. (In the Family, Career and Arts regressions, the p values
for a test of reliable difference from zero for the decade coefficients are all less than
0.05/4 = 0.0125. The test is significant at the 0.05 level in isolation for the Science
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Figure 2: Male gender bias as measured by word embeddings in each decade of text for the four domains of
Family, Career, Science, and Arts. Male gender bias is calculated by subtracting female cosine similarity from
the male cosine similarity per each domain. The x axis is labeled with the first year of each decade (e.g., the
label “1910” is used to mark the measurement based on the word embedding trained on text from 1910 up to
but not including 1920).

regression, but does not meet the overly conservative Bonferroni correction cutoff.)
These results support H2a and H2b and indicate that although gender stereotypical
associations are decreasing over time, they still operate in predictably stereotypical
ways. Career and science terms remain associated with men, and family and arts
with women.
The results may be even further disaggregated to examine male association and
female association within each domain separately. Figures 3 through 6 present the
trends in these measures over time. Focusing on the data within Figures 3 and 4
will allow for testing of H3a and H3b. Specifically, we may examine the results of
separate linear regressions for each series. These results are presented in Table 3.
The coefficients have a straightforward interpretation: the estimate represents the
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Table 2: Linear regression model of male gender bias over decade by domain
Domain

Per-Decade Estimated Change
0.001456†
(0.000299)
−0.001614†
(0.000428)
−0.000788∗
(0.000359)
0.001690†
(0.000400)
20

Family
Career
Science
Arts
Number of Observations

Notes: The first number represents the regression coefficient, and the second number (in parentheses)
represents the standard error. All domains remain significant after a Bonferonni correction except Science.
∗ p < 0.05, † p < 0.01.
average change in association per decade. The female–family and male–career
coefficient estimates are consistent with H3a. The estimates for the magnitude of
change in these associations are small compared to effects found elsewhere in these
results. The coefficients do not meet the criterion for significant difference from
zero. Specifically, 95 percent confidence intervals for the per-decade change in
association are (–0.000715, 0.001939) for female–family and (–0.001070, 0.000965) for
male–career. Simply, there has been no significant change in women’s association
with family or men’s association with career.
H3b finds only partial support in the results. Confidence intervals for the
per-decade change in association are (0.000810, 0.002313) for female–career and
(0.000877, 0.003259) for male–family. Both are reliably positive, which means that female and career terms became more closely associated over time while concurrently,
male and family terms became more associated. However, the supposition that the
rate of increase would be greater for the female–career association was not borne
out. A Wald test—in which equality of the coefficients is the null hypothesis—failed
to reject that null with a p value of 0.22.

Discussion
Patterns of male and female associations with domains emerged as expected. Overall, gender bias decreased, as predicted by H1, as we sweep through the text published in books from 1800 to 2000. H2a and H2b are also supported by trends in the
data. Career and Science terms are placed in conceptual space closer to male terms,
and Family and Arts terms are placed closer to female terms. The magnitude of bias
decreases over time, with all regression lines converging toward but not reaching
zero. We take these results as evidence for changes to traditional gender ideology.
Every temporal trend in the data points toward converging representations of the
concepts of male and female. Over time, the domains of career and science are less
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Figure 3: Female association and male association with the Family domain measured by decade. The x axis is
labeled with the first year of each decade (e.g., the label “1910” is used to mark the measurement based on
the word embedding trained on text from 1910 up to but not including 1920). Avg, average.

exclusively coupled to maleness in authors’ minds (as revealed by their language
use), whereas family and arts are less exclusively linked to femaleness.
Yet these results challenge the notion that differential gender associations have
disappeared. Despite general evidence for decreasing male bias over time, stereotypical associations remain. If we assume these millions of books are a relatively
accurate representation of social mores, then we can assume that people still put
stock in traditional gender ideology, perhaps outside of individual (or even societal)
consciousness. Even when adopting a more conservative level of inference, we
can safely conclude that the sum representation of our society through writing
continues to be stereotypically biased. It is crucial to note here that the process of
putting gender ideology into books is not necessarily a deliberate effort. In fact, it is
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Figure 4: Female association and male association with the Career domain measured by decade. The x axis is
labeled with the first year of each decade (e.g., the label “1910” is used to mark the measurement based on
the word embedding trained on text from 1910 up to but not including 1920). Avg, average.

much more likely these biases are subtle and unintentionally incorporated, which
perhaps makes their presence all the more worrisome.
This actuality has several implications for society. Although some may feel
that we as a society are beyond issues of gender inequality (Fingerhut 2016), these
word embeddings contribute evidence to suggest that we are not, even if we fail to
realize it. This makes it especially crucial to expose persisting inequalities where
they remain. These results raise the natural follow-up question: where else does
traditional gender ideology operate without explicit intention or knowledge? Of
course, this question is impossible to answer without further investigation. But
these results should caution against assuming the impartiality of not explicitly
gendered entities and spaces and should motivate us to question the extent to
which we receive latent exposure to stereotypically gendered content.
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Figure 5: Female association and male association with the Science domain measured by decade. The x axis is
labeled with the first year of each decade (e.g., the label “1910” is used to mark the measurement based on
the word embedding trained on text from 1910 up to but not including 1920). Avg, average.

This is especially consequential given the high accessibility of books and their
capacity to influence our beliefs. Books do not exist in a void; they are produced to
be read. A large literature demonstrates that the things people read not only contain
gender bias (Amare 2007; Amini and Birjandi 2012; Benjamin and Irwin-DeVitis
1998; Gooden and Gooden 2001; Schmader et al. 2007; Trix and Psenka 2003) but
are also capable of reinforcing traditional gender stereotypes (Banaji and Hardin
1996; Friesen et al. 2011; Lassonde and O’Brien 2013; Madera et al. 2009; Stout and
Dasgupta 2011). Together, these findings indicate the power of language to reflect
and promote traditional gender ideology. If left unaddressed, extreme levels of male
bias within published books may serve to perpetuate traditional gender ideology,
potentially creating a cyclical pattern of ideology expression and reinforcement.
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Figure 6: Female association and male association with the Arts domain measured by decade. The x axis is
labeled with the first year of each decade (e.g., the label “1910” is used to mark the measurement based on
the word embedding trained on text from 1910 up to but not including 1920). Avg, average.

Moreover, the results presented in Table 3 and Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate
that female–family associations and male–career associations do remain relatively
stable over time. Combined with the partial support of H3b—female–career and
male–family associations increase—an interesting interpretation suggests itself.
The overall change in gender bias in the work–home dichotomy is driven by the
formerly dissociated gender. It has become more common to perceive women as
belonging in the sphere of work and men belonging in the sphere of home. Rather
than existing stereotypical associations fading, perceptions of both men and women
trend toward the opposite gender’s fixed position. This suggests that although the
content of books allows men and women to associate with traditionally feminine
and masculine coded things, respectively, it is changing little in the way of moving
away from status quo expectations.
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Table 3: Linear regression model of male gender bias over decade by gender–domain
Domain

Per-Decade Estimated Change

Female–Family

0.000612
(0.000631)
0.001561†
(0.000358)
0.002068†
(0.000567)
−0.000052
(0.000484)
20

Female–Career
Male–Family
Male–Career
Number of Observations

Notes: The first number represents the regression coefficient, and the second number (in parentheses)
represents the standard error. † p < 0.01.
Additionally, we expected to observe differential rates of change for female–
career and male–family associations, but the data do not support that prediction.
That is not to say that expectations of women to be more involved at work are
matched by expectations of men to be more involved at home. It may be the case
that this expectation is intentionally unstated or understated in published text. Or
it may be that this three-way interaction of time, gender, and domain stretches this
analysis technique and data set past its breaking point.
Finally, we draw conclusions regarding the problem of algorithmic bias. Previous work has raised the alarm that automated systems trained on historical data
will inherit the biases of the historical systems that created those data (Caliskan et
al. 2017; O’Neil 2016). The current findings do not obviate that concern, but they
do lead to a more hopeful conclusion. If historical data increasingly reflects less
biased associations—as we argue it does—then automated systems will become
increasingly unbiased. Data shape machine learning outputs. That is what makes
them powerful and what necessitates paying careful attention to the input data.
Yet we must also remain attentive to the fact that gender bias in language is only
becoming less biased in some ways: men and women remain affixed to their traditional domains despite increasing associations between each gender and their
respective nontraditional domains.
Indeed, it is useful to imagine the word-embedding systems trained here as
subjects in an IAT experiment. The more recent the training text, the weaker
a gender-stereotypical implicit attitude effect the system would display. Crosssectional studies of gender IAT effects provide an interesting set of comparisons
to these results. Humans acquire language, knowledge, and attitudes over years,
and if books play a meaningful part in shaping this acquisition, we would expect to
see similar trends over age. In Nosek et al. (2007), the authors report the results of
many different implicit attitude tests based on 2.5 million self-administered online
sessions. Consistent with the current results, stereotypical gender associations are
strongest for older adults and weakest among younger adults. The more recent
the human or machine’s “socialization,” the weaker the expression of traditional
gender ideology.
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Limitations
Several limitations apply to the results presented here. Foremost is ambiguity in
interpreting the observed changes in association strength over time. The process
of constructing word embeddings is a process of finding patterns in the observed
texts. When a pattern shows that women are less associated with science, this
can be due to collectively held stereotypes (as we emphasize) but also empirically
true associations. It is likely true that women became increasingly represented
in the population of scientists over the span of our data set, so some amount of
increasing association of women and science in the embeddings would be present
even if the text was produced by a completely bias-free neutral observer. If a book
about famous scientists was published in 1850, and all the scientists discussed
were male, this could be due to collectively held stereotypes at that moment, the
individual author’s bias or particular gender ideology, or social structures that made
it harder to be a female than a male recognized scientist at that time. Interpreting
the observed trends in conceptual association is complicated by this mix of potential
causal processes. However, the empirical results remain. Language use is shifting
toward less pronounced gender bias.
Another limitation comes from the corpus. Although the data set is large, it
represents published books, and obviously most humans live their lives never having authored a book. Thus, the population whose gender associations this method
may measure is atypical and not representative of a general population in terms
of demographic background. At the same time, books and reading are practically
impossible to avoid. Even if those producing books are not representative of the
population, the population at large is not immune from the effects of consuming
their material. Furthermore, the books were selected for their presence in a university library. This means the source material is both mixed (fiction and nonfiction
are both included, for example) and curated. One might speculate that scientific
writing would be overrepresented in comparison to the books one might find by
randomly sampling bookstores or the bookshelves of individuals. Such alternative
samples (or other pristine random samples of text) are not readily available at all,
much less in the quantities needed to properly train word embedding models.
The corpus is also limited in that data are only available until the year 2000.
Although 1800 to 2000 offers rich insight into the history of gender ideology in
English, many social changes have occurred since then. This may help to explain
why we achieved only partial support for H3b: the associations of the second shift
may still be in the process of being written and simply aren’t detectable in data
prior to 2000.
Finally, this analysis does not speak to the causal mechanism for the reduction in
stereotypical gender associations. Over 200 years of published books, many factors
are changing. Perhaps the gender ideology of all English speakers is changing, and
the published record reflects this. Or perhaps gender ideology remains relatively
stable but the set of English speakers who come to publish books changes, and the
new entrants are less extreme in their gender bias.
Further research could address the limitations of this work. Tagging books by
author demographics (particularly gender) would be a challenging task but would
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allow for contrasting within-demographic trends that are more likely to represent
attitude change to between-demographic differences that may drive the overall
trend through replacement. Similarly, in this work we include all books in search of
broad trends, but we encourage future authors to investigate the role of genre on
these results. In addition, these same techniques applied to other data sets would
deepen the context in which to view the current results. It is an open question
whether a similar trend would appear in historical corpora in other languages or
from sources other than books. Finally, work on the convergent validity of implicit
attitudes measured through separate means would be welcome. Specifically, it
would be useful to measure the correlation between individuals’ or groups’ implicit
attitudes measured through the IAT instrument and by word embedding analysis
of their writing.

Concluding Remarks
Stereotypical gender associations latent in the text of published books have decreased over time. Extrapolating from the current trend implies a future in which
gender biases that are currently taken for granted will shrink to zero or even reverse.
Future studies of traditional gender ideology should further assess the validity
and velocity of this trend and its applicability in different settings. Additionally,
changes in conceptual similarity, revealed through word embeddings conditioned
by historical text, should be studied far beyond the domain of gender. The unspoken relationships that infuse the collective thinking of two centuries of authors
and readers are available for inspection using these data and techniques. We look
forward to more research that undertakes mining of large digitized data sets to
examine historical trends.

Notes
1 Although we acknowledge that gender identities expand far beyond the male-female
binary, we restrict our discussion and analysis of gender ideology here to be most
consistent with those dominant in Western societies that characterize gender using two
gender categories, male and female, and understand these categories as “distinct and
opposite” (Chatillon, Charles, and Bradley 2018:217).
2 Defined as “cultural constructs, shared at the societal level, that describe what men and
women are “known” to be like” (Fiske 1998:377–8.).
3 Current surveys that include gender ideology questions include the General Social
Survey; High School and Beyond; Intergenerational Panel Study of Parents and Children;
International Social Survey Program; Marital Instability over the Live Course; National
Longitudinal Survey of Youth, 1979 Cohort and Child/Young Adult Sample; National
Study of the Changing Workforce; National Study of Families and Households; and the
World Values Survey. This is not intended as a complete list.
4 Defined by Hayes (1996) as “a gendered model that advises mothers to expend a
tremendous amount of time, energy, and money in raising their children” (P.x).
5 Defined as “being at risk of confirming, as self-characteristic, a negative stereotype about
one’s group” (Steele and Aronson 1995:797). In other words, people fearful that their
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performance or behavior will confirm a stereotype about a group to which they belong,
they perform poorly in light of this anxiety. In this case, women fearful of confirming
stereotypes about women being bad at math tend to perform badly on standardized
math tests (Smith and White 2002).
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